GERARD
ELEGANTA
®

GERARD ELEGANTA – a rectangular shape in harmony
with today’s desire for simplicity & beauty.
Finding the right roof is a crucial element for any building,
especially if it is your home. This long-time investment
needs to give you satisfaction and peace of mind for
a lifetime. Discover new opportunities in today's roof
technology with GERARD Roofing Systems!
With new GERARD Eleganta the strength of steel
meets the stylish look of stone chip textured surface.
We were willing to go the extra mile to develop the

extra fine stone chips that will be the right fit for our
modern, flat tile, Eleganta. Its characteristic unique
appearance brings an attractive finish which at the
same time enhances the resistance to UV radiation.
GERARD, the leading manufacturer of pressed metal
roof tiles, is now also available in sleek, modern
design. The enhanced flexible textured-finish captures
the subtle look and charm of flat modern profile.

WHAT BENEFITS WILL YOUR HOME ENJOY WITH GERARD ELEGANTA?

UV

Extreme weather
resistance against storm,
hail and high-wind

Lightweight. Imagine only
1/7 of the weight of clay
or concrete tiles

Ideal for reroofing.
It can even be
installed on
existing roofs

Superior corrosion
resistance

Easy and quick
installation

Excellent noise
resistant

UV resistance thanks to
the stone chip coating will
preserve the colours and the
beauty of the Eleganta tile

Attractive and stylish design
with everlasting stone
coated textured finish

min
15°

It can be applied on
roofs with pitch as
low as 15°

GERARD® ELEGANTA

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Overall Length:
1305 mm
Length of Cover: 1260 mm
Width:
350 mm
Width of Cover:
320 mm
Usage per m²:
2.47
Minimum pitch:
15° (27%)

4. Polyurethane primer
5. Zinc-aluminium-magnesium alloy
6. Steel 0,50 mm
7. Zinc-aluminium-magnesium alloy
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WARRANTY
Both, the unique steel core and the special
coating layers look after a durable roof
protection for your home. GERARD® offers
you a 50 years limited Waterproof Warranty,
in addition to quality customer service.
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8. Polyester backer coating
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3. Coloured acrylic basecoat
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1. Transparent protection layer
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Excellent weathering and corrosion resistance
has been achieved by the 250 g/m2 zinc-aluminiummagnesium alloy coated steel that gives sacrificial
protection to the steel core. Combining 93,5 % zinc, 3,5 %
aluminium and 3 % magnesium forms an exceptionally
stable barrier that is unmatched in the steel roofing
industry. Specialy selected stone chip granules are
applied to provide an attractive textured finish which
at the same time enhance resistance to UV radiation.
The granules applied in acrylic basecoat are coated
with hard coating technology, composed of mineral
binder and lightfast pigments. They are cured at high
temperature which provides long lasting performance
for the ageing of the roof. A final clear acrylic over-glaze
is applied before being oven cured. This enables to
withstand the harshest environments around the world.
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